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What can seafood
do for my health?

A

s we are offically one month in to our New Years

resolutions.. it’s time to take review. Were they really

realistic or did they fall to the wayside after the first week
of January?

KNOW YOUR FISH
Oliy fish such as salmon,
mackerel, trout are a great
source of omega-3 and
essentials vitamins such as
vitmin D.
White Fish such as hake,

One really easy resoultion you can take up is increasing
the seafood you and or your family consume in a week.
I’m sure you are well aware of the benefits of fish if
you are reading this newsletter, however with everything
going on in the world right now, it is easy to forget the
impact the food we consume has on our overall health.

cod , haddock etc are low in
fat and are great for heart
disease.
Shellfish is rich in rich in
iron, zinc, magnesium, and
vitamin B12

By increasing your seafood intake you are doing wonders
for your health but also the enviroment by cutting out more
harmful foods such as red meat which are carbon - heavy.
We can help you with this... Our Quinlan’s Seafood Boxes
are BACK IN STOCK online at Kerryfish.com - This box is
full of Fresh Fish that is straight off our trawlers.
We deliver these boxes straight to your doorstep with
next day delivery.
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We are coming to
Dublin
After many requests from our loyal customers, Quinlan’s are finally
coming East Side.

Over the years we have built a loyal
customer base in Dublin and we often are
asked the question when will be moving
operations to the East of the country. So
in response to these requests we will be
running a refrigerated delivery service to
Dublin starting in February 2021.
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The Story of Kenmare
Select

K

enmare Select was

founded by
Remy Benoit,

Award Winning
chef. Born in France,
Rémy worked in the food
industry all over the
world for 40 years. In
his later years he set up
his own restaurant in
Kenmare and
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‘‘

it is there he

The
premium

quality of their
smoked salmon
was noteworthy

’’

mastered the signature
taste of the Kenmare
Select Smoked Salmon.
Down through the
years we naturally had
an eye on this company,
as the premium quality
of their Smoked
Salmon was noteworthy.
Therefore when the

The Story of Kenmare
Select
Select Salmon.

opportunity arose

The Kenmare Select

itself in 2017 we

Salmon borders on

jumped at the chance of

‘sashimi’ with the crisp,

acquiring such a unique

fresh taste coming to the

and luxurious Smoked

fore at first.

Salmon to our portfolio.
We were confident about
this acquistion as we

an expansive

believed their philiosphy

customer base around

aligned perfectly with

Europe.

our own to create a
smoked salmon worthy
of appreciation of
gastronomes around
the globe.’

F

our years on

we are even more

confident about our
decision than ever,as we
have developed

The Christmas gone
by we welcomed many

The oak smoke
then takes over and
develops throughout the
mouthful, ending with a
light saltiness on t
he

« Worthy of appreciation of
gastronomoes across the globe »

tongue.
Simple,
elegant

new customers to our

and clever.

Kenmare Select Brand
and we believe this

We look very much

is due to the milder

forward to evolving this

smoke of the Kenmare

brand.
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Traceability
A

s u r v e y
carried out by

BIM indicated that 73% of
consumers take traceability
in to consideration when
purchasing an item.
Quinlan’s

couldnt’t

agree more with this.
Traceability

is

paramount to how we
produce both our Fresh
Fish and our Smoked
Salmon. We know all
our suppliers personally
Killybegs

from

to

Castletownbere.
We also have a deep
knowledge of their compliance
with all fishing standards and
quotas.
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The Quinlan brothers
collect the fish from the boats
themselves.
As a result, when
we supply the fish
Shops and Online at
Kerryfish.com we know
step by step where
it was caught, who
caught it, what day and
sometimes what time.
This level of
traceability and
transparencey we
believe puts our
premium product miles
ahead of mass- produced
super market chain fish.

Stay connected with us
Kerryfish.com
Recipes

Shop online

Instagram

Twitter

@quinlansseafood

@quinlansfish
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